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School/College: _College of Education, Information and Technology
Department: Department of Counseling and Development
Program: M. S.
Contact: Dr. Kathy Keefe-Cooperman
Date: 2/9/15
ANNUAL ASSESSMENT REPORT OVERVIEW
This document is submitted twice.
By February 15, 2015, programs are asked to enter their goals, objectives, and the measurement tools
that will be used to assess student learning into the table on the next page (Phase I).
By November 1, 2016, programs are asked to report all data results, to interpret those data, to describe
proposed changes to the program, and to offer a brief discussion of previous years’ changes (Phase II).
Programs are encouraged to examine the Annotated Exemplar available on the
Outcomes Assessment website: http://liu.edu/Academic-Affairs/Outcomes-Assessment.aspx
MEASUREMENT TOOLS
All measurement tools for the current year should be submitted for review. Please embed all
measurement tools in this document after page 3.
Expectations:


Each measurement tool must be designed to identify students’ relative strengths and
weaknesses.



Each objective must be assessed by at least two direct measures. For a given academic year,
at least four direct measures should be used.



Each objective should be assessed in multiple places (e.g., courses, field experiences,
comprehensive exams) across a program.



If an exam is used, a Test Blueprint should be included that labels the categories of subconcepts or sub-skills that are being assessed for the objective.



If a rubric is used, the rubric should have a sufficient number of dimensions (learning
criteria) so that specific sub-topics or sub-skills of the objective can be assessed.



Graduate student learning should be more advanced than undergraduate student learning.

In addition to the four direct measures, programs are welcome to submit additional, optional indirect
measurement tools for review. Similarly, discipline-based accredited programs are welcome to include
measurement tools that are part of the discipline-based reaccreditation process for review, in addition to
the four direct measures necessary for this OA report.
All programs conducting discipline-based self-studies will need to include the program’s LIU
Assessment Report in their reaccreditation submission. Such programs are encouraged to use the LIU
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assessment process to examine more closely areas of student weaknesses identified in their self-study
findings. For data collected in current academic year, please report:

Phase I: Fill in these two columns,
embed your measurement tools at the
end of this file, and email the
document to your Dean by
February 15, 2015.

Phase II: Fill in this last
column, complete the rest of
the document, and email the
document to your Dean by
November 1, 2016.

2015-2016 ACADEMIC YEAR TABLE
Phase I – due February 15, 2015
Phase II – due November 1, 2016
Student Learning
Measurement Tools
Key Data Findings
(provide
name
of
tool,
course,
and
(for an example Annotated Exemplar , please
Goals & Objectives
Students will…

semester used; then embed tool at
the end of this file)

see the OA website
http://www.liu.edu/AcademicAffairs/Outcomes-Assessment/ and click on
the Post or Regionals page

Goal 1: Demonstrate an understanding of knowledge needed for assessing and treating clients in
the School Counseling or Mental Health Counseling field.

Learning Objective 1:

SCO Objective 1:
Demonstrate
appropriate assessment
strategies that can be
used to evaluate a
student’s academic,
career, and
personal/social
development
(CACREP SCO H.2).
(EDC 670 & EDC
690)
CMHC Objective 1:
Demonstrate the
ability to select
appropriate
comprehensive
assessment
interventions to assist
in diagnosis and
treatment planning
(CACREP CMHC

Measure 1:
SCO: Case Study and scoring
rubric to be administered in
EDC 670 (Appendix 1).
CMHC: Case Study and scoring
rubric to be administered in
EDC 660 (Appendix 2)

Measure 2:
SCO/CMHC: Rubric to be
filled out by Internship I
supervisor evaluating student
mastery of assessment
knowledge/application and
resultant interventions to be
administered in SCO EDC 690
& CMHC EDC 683. (Appendix
3)

Measure 1:
Relative weaknesses were noted. Only
62.5% overall between both campuses
exceeded standards in providing a
diagnosis, and 50% exceeded standards in
applying two theories. CMHC students were
somewhat more proficient than SCO
students at providing diagnoses (CMHC66.7%; SCO-60%), and applying theories
(CMHC-58.3% & 45%). Differences in
campuses appeared due to inter rater
differences in coding.
See Table A
Measure 2:
Measure 2:
Differences in campuses appeared due to
inter rater differences in coding. The
majority of CMHC students met standards
in all overall “meets standards” category.
SCO students exceeded standards as a
whole. The two groups should be examined
without comparison because of inter rater
differences in scoring.
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H.1) (EDC 660 &
EDC 683)

Goal 2: Demonstrate an understanding of larger community influences and resources in the
School Counseling or Mental Health Counseling field. (CACREP CMHC & SCO Diversity &
Advocacy)
Learning Objective 2:

SCO Objective 3:
Students demonstrate
an understanding of
the cultural, ethical,
economic, legal, and
political issues
surrounding diversity,
equity, and excellence
in terms of student
learning (CACREP
SCO E.1) (EDC 613,
EDC 691)
CMHC
Objective 3: Students
demonstrate an
understanding of how
living in a
multicultural society
affects clients who
are seeking clinical
mental health
counseling services
(CACREP CMHC
E.1) (EDC 613, EDC
684)

Measure 1:
Rubric to be filled out by
Internship II supervisor
assessing graduate student
related to how cultural, ethical,
economic, legal and political
issues in a multicultural society
surrounding diversity, equity,
and excellence affects
counselee/student (EDC 684 &
691) (Appendix 4)
Measure 2:
Students present in EDC 613 on
one identified cultural/religious
population living in a
multicultural society. Students
demonstrate an understanding
of ethical, economic, legal and
political issues surrounding
diversity, equity, and
excellence. Students relate topic
to student learning/client
impact. Measured via rubric
filled out by professor.
(Appendix 5)

Measure 1:
Less overall CHMC students were rated as
exceeding standards for Multicultural
Counseling Challenges (37.5%) and
Multicultural Counseling Theories (54.2%).
Less SCO students were rated as exceeding
standards for Multicultural Counseling:
legal/ethics standards (66.95%). Difficult to
compare the groups due to inter rater
differences. Please see Table C.
Measure 2:
Less CHMC were rated as exceeding
standards in multicultural counseling
process (49%); multicultural counseling:
legal/ethics standards (56.13%). Less SCO
students were rated as exceeding standards
in multicultural counseling process
(56.85%) and multicultural counseling
theories (56%). Please see Table D.

Phase I ends with the table and embedded measurement tools, but Phase II
completes the table and continues on the following page.
PHASE II: DATA FINDINGS




Report ALL data for each measure in this section of the report, highlighting results that are key
findings.
For each measure, report scores (or frequencies) for each specific sub-topic/sub-skill/dimension
assessed by the measure rather than total scores earned for an entire exam or rubric.
Do NOT report faculty or student names. Be sure to include the total students (n) assessed per
measure or per sub-topic/sub-skill/dimension, as appropriate.
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Report aggregate results rather than data for each individual student. Small programs are
encouraged to report cumulative results over multiple years.
Please reiterate key findings for each measure in the Phase II column of the ACADEMIC YEAR
TABLE on p 2.

Tables A (3 tables)
Learning Objective 1:




SCO Objective 1: Demonstrate appropriate assessment strategies that can be used to evaluate a
student’s academic, career, and personal/social development (CACREP SCO H.2). (EDC 670 &
EDC 690)
CMHC Objective 1: Demonstrate the ability to select appropriate comprehensive assessment
interventions to assist in diagnosis and treatment planning (CACREP CMHC H.1) (EDC 660 &

Measure 1: SCO: Case Study and scoring rubric to be administered in EDC 670 (Appendix 1).
Measure 1: CMHC: Case Study and scoring rubric to be administered in EDC 660 (Appendix 2)

EDC 660 & 670
Overall for All Students & By CW Post (CW) Campus & Brentwood (BT) Campus
Overall Number of Students = 32
C.W. Post Number of Students = 16
Brentwood Number of Students = 16
Below
Somewhat
Meets
Exceeds
Standards
Below
Standards
Standards
Provided
All: 0%
All: 0%
All: 0%
All: 100%
appropriate steps CW: 0%
CW: 0%
CW: 0%
CW: 100%
BT: 0%
BT: 0%
BT: 0%
BT: 100%
Provides
All: 0%
All: 12.5%
All: 25%
All: 62.5%
Diagnosis
CW: 0%
CW: 25%
CW: 37.5%
CW: 37.5%
BT: 0%
BT: 0%
BT: 12.5%
BT: 87.5%
Applied 2
All: 28.13%
All: 12.5%
All: 9%
All: 50%
theories
CW: 56.25%
CW: 25%
CW: 6.25%
CW: 12.5%
BT: 0%
BT: 0%
BT: 12.5%
BT: 87.5%
Demonstrates Tx All: 0%
All: 6.25%
All: 6.25%
All: 87.5%
Selection &
CW: 0%
CW: 12.5%
CW: 0%
CW: 87.5%
Implementation
BT: 0%
BT: 0%
BT: 12.5%
BT: 87.5%
Names 3 Tx
All: 0%
All: 12.5%
All: 25%
All: 82%
Goals
CW: 0%
CW: 5.25%
CW: 12%
CW: 82.75%
BT: 0%
BT: 7.25%
BT: 13.5%
BT: 81.25%
Notes:
Inter-rater reliability is questionable for between campus findings

CMHC Students Overall & By Campus
Total Number of CMHC Students = 12
C.W. Post CHMC Students = 6
Brentwood CMHC = 6
Below
Somewhat
Standards
Below

Meets
Standards

Exceeds
Standards
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appropriate steps
Provides
Diagnosis
Applied 2
theories
Demonstrates Tx
Selection &
Implementation
Names 3 Tx
Goals

Overall: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
Overall: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
Overall: 16.7%
CW: 33.3%
BT: 0%
Overall: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
Overall: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

Overall: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
Overall: 25%
CW: 50%
BT: 0%
Overall: 8.3%
CW: 16.7%
BT: 0%
Overall: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
Overall: 8.3%
CW: 0%
BT: 20%
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Overall: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
Overall: 8.3%
CW: 0%
BT: 20%
Overall: 16.7%
CW: 16.7%
BT: 20%
Overall: 8.3%
CW: 0%
BT: 20%
Overall: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

Overall: 100%
CW: 100%
BT: 100%
Overall: 66.7%
CW: 50%
BT: 80%
Overall: 58.3%
CW: 33.3%
BT: 80%
Overall: 91.7%
CW: 100%
BT: 80%
Overall: 91.7%
CW: 100%
BT: 80%

Meets
Standards
Overall: 5%
CW: 0%
BT: 20%
Overall: 35%
CW: 66.7%
BT: 10%
Overall: 5%
CW: 0%
BT: 10%
Overall: 5%
CW: 0%
BT: 10%
Overall: 5%
CW: 0%
BT: 10%

Exceeds
Standards
Overall: 95%
CW: 100%
BT: 80%
Overall: 60%
CW: 22.2%
BT: 90%
Overall: 45%
CW: 0%
BT: 90%
Overall: 89%
CW: 88.9%
BT: 90%
Overall: 95%
CW: 100%
BT: 90%

SCO Student Overall & By Campus
Total Number of SCO Students = 20
C.W. Post = 10
Brentwood = 10
Provided
appropriate steps
Provides
Diagnosis
Applied 2
theories
Demonstrates Tx
Selection &
Implementation
Names 3 Tx
Goals

Below
Standards
Overall: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
Overall: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
Overall: 35%
CW: 77.8%
BT: 0%
Overall: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
Overall: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

Somewhat
Below
Overall: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
Overall: 5%
CW: 11.2%
BT: 0%
Overall: 15%
CW: 22.2%
BT: 0%
Overall: 5.6%
CW: 11.1%
BT: 0%
Overall: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

TABLES B (Two Tables)
Measure 2: SCO/CMHC: Rubric to be filled out by Internship I supervisor evaluating student mastery of
assessment knowledge/application and resultant interventions to be administered in SCO EDC 690 & CMHC
EDC 683. (Appendix 3)
EDC 683
Overall for All Students & By CW Post (CW) Campus & Brentwood (BT) Campus
Overall Number of Students = 23
C.W. Post Number of Students = 11
Brentwood Number of Students = 12
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Assessment
Identification
Assessment
Knowledge
Assessment
Application
Interventions
Knowledge
Interventions
Application

Below
Standards
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

Somewhat
Below
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

Meets
Standards
All: 78.3%
CW: 54.5%
BT:100%
All: 78.3%
CW: 54.5%
BT:100%
All: 73.9%
CW: 45.5%
BT:100%
All: 78.3%
CW: 54.5%
BT:100%
All: 78.3%
CW: 54.5%
BT:100%
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Exceeds
Standards
All: 21.7%
CW: 45.5%
BT: 0%
All: 21.7%%
CW: 45.5%
BT: 0%
All: 26.1%%
CW: 54.5%
BT: 0%
All: 21.7%%
CW: 45.5%
BT: 0%
All: 21.7%%
CW: 45.5%
BT: 0%

EDC 690
Overall for All Students & By CW Post (CW) Campus & Brentwood (BT) Campus
Overall Number of Students = 8
C.W. Post Number of Students = 5
Brentwood Number of Students = 3
Missing Ratings from some supervisors resulted in unequal percentages

Assessment
Identification
Assessment
Knowledge
Assessment
Application
Interventions
Knowledge
Interventions
Application

Below
Standards
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

Somewhat
Below
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

Meets
Standards
All: 6.3
CW: 11.1%
BT:0%
All: 12.5%
CW: 11.1%
BT:14.3%
All: 12.5%
CW:11.1 %
BT:14.3%
All: 37.5
CW: 25%
BT:50%
All: 18.25
CW: 22.2%
BT:14.3%

Exceeds
Standards
All: 93.8%
CW: 88.9%
BT: 100%
All: 87.5%
CW: 88.9%
BT: 85.7%
All: 87.5%
CW: 88.9%
BT: 85.7%
All: 62.5%
CW: 75%
BT: 50%
All: 81.3%
CW: 77.8%
BT: 85.7%

TABLES C:
Goal 2: Demonstrate an understanding of larger community influences and resources in the School
Counseling or Mental Health Counseling field. (CACREP CMHC & SCO Diversity & Advocacy)
Learning Objective 2:
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SCO Objective 3: Students demonstrate an understanding of the cultural, ethical, economic, legal, and
political issues surrounding diversity, equity, and excellence in terms of student learning (CACREP
SCO E.1)
Measure 1:
Rubric to be filled out by Internship II supervisor assessing graduate student related to how cultural, ethical,
economic, legal and political issues in a multicultural society surrounding diversity, equity, and excellence affects
counselee/student (Appendix 4)
EDC 684
Overall for All Students & By CW Post (CW) Campus & Brentwood (BT) Campus
Overall Number of Students = 24
C.W. Post Number of Students = 12
Brentwood Number of Students = 12
Missing data from some supervisor ratings resulted in unequal percentages
Below
Somewhat
Meets
Exceeds
Standards
Below
Standards
Standards
Multicultural
All: 0%
All: 0%
All: 33.4%
All: 66.7%%
counseling:
CW: 0%
CW: 0%
CW: 25%
CW: 75%
process
BT: 0%
BT: 0%
BT:41.7%
BT: 58.3%
Multucultural
All: 0%
All: 0%
All: 45.9%
All: 54.2%
counseling:
CW: 0%
CW: 0%
CW: 41.7%
CW: 58.3%
theories
BT: 0%
BT: 0%
BT:50%
BT:50 %
Multucultural
All: 0%
All: 0%
All: 12.5%
All: 87.5%
counseling:
CW: 0%
CW: 0%
CW: 25%
CW:75 %
legal/ethics
BT: 0%
BT: 0%
BT:0%
BT: 100%
standards
Multucultural
counseling:
mandate
application
Multucultural
counseling:
challenges

All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

All: 16.7%
CW: 25%
BT:8.3%

All: 83.3%
CW: 75%
BT: 91.7%

All: 4.2%
CW: 8.3%
BT: 0%

All: 12.6%
CW: 25.1%
BT: 0%

All: 45.8%
CW: 33.3%
BT:58.3%

All: 37.5%%
CW: 33.3%
BT: 41.7%

EDC 691
Overall for All Students & By CW Post (CW) Campus & Brentwood (BT) Campus
Overall Number of Students = 16
C.W. Post Number of Students = 9
Brentwood Number of Students = 7
Missing Ratings from some supervisors resulted in unequal percentages
Below
Somewhat
Meets
Exceeds
Standards
Below
Standards
Standards
Multicultural
All: 0%
All: 0%
All: 25%
All: 75%
counseling:
CW: 0%
CW: 0%
CW: 50%
CW: 50%
process
BT: 0%
BT: 0%
BT:0%
BT: 100%
Multucultural
All: 0%
All: 0%
All: 18.75%
All: 81.25%
counseling:
CW: 0%
CW: 0%
CW: 37.5%
CW: 62.5%
theories
BT: 0%
BT: 0%%
BT:0%
BT: 100%
Multucultural
All: 0%
All: 0%
All: 33%
All: 66.95%
counseling:
CW: 0%
CW: 0%
CW: 37.5%
CW: 62.5%
legal/ethics
BT: 0%
BT: 0%
BT:28.6%
BT: 71.4%
standards
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mandate
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Multucultural
counseling:
challenges
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All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

All: 0%
CW: 0%%
BT: 0%

All: 25.9%
CW: 37.5%
BT:14.3%

All: 74.1%
CW:62.5 %
BT: 85.7%

All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

All: 25%
CW: 50%
BT:0%

All: 75%%
CW: 50%
BT: 100%

TABLES D

Goal 2: Demonstrate an understanding of larger community influences and resources in the School
Counseling or Mental Health Counseling field. (CACREP CMHC & SCO Diversity & Advocacy)
CMHC Objective 3: Students demonstrate an understanding of how living in a multicultural society
affects clients who are seeking clinical mental health counseling services (CACREP CMHC E.1)
Measure 2:
Students present in EDC 613 on one identified cultural/religious population living in a multicultural society.
Students demonstrate an understanding of ethical, economic, legal and political issues surrounding diversity,
equity, and excellence. Students relate topic to student learning/client impact. Measured via rubric filled out by
professor. (Appendix 5)

EDC 613
Overall for All Students & By CW Post (CW) Campus & Brentwood (BT) Campus
Overall Number of Students = 48
C.W. Post Number of Students = 31
Brentwood Number of Students = 17
Below
Somewhat
Meets
Exceeds
Standards
Below
Standards
Standards
Multicultural
All: 1.6%
All: 11.3%
All: 31.25%
All: 55.85%
counseling:
CW: 3.2%
CW: 22.6%
CW: 35.5%
CW: 38.7%
process
BT: 0%
BT: 0%
BT: 27%
BT: 73%
Multucultural
All: 0%
All: 3.25%
All: 39.9%
All: 56.85%
counseling:
CW: 0%
CW: 6.5%
CW: 54.8%
CW: 38.7%
theories
BT: 0%
BT: 0%
BT: 25%
BT: 75%
Multucultural
All: 0%
All: 6.45%
All: 22.53%
All: 71.0%
counseling:
CW: 0%
CW: 12.9%
CW: 32.3%
CW: 54.8%
legal/ethics
BT: 0%
BT: 0%
BT: 12.75
BT: 87.25
standards
Multucultural
counseling:
mandate
application
Multucultural
counseling:
challenges

All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

All: 6.45%
CW: 12.9%
BT: 0%

All: 28%
CW: 29%
BT: 27%

All: 65.55%
CW: 58.1%
BT: 73%

All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

All: 6.45%
CW: 12.9%
BT: 0%

All: 28.65%
CW: 32.3%
BT: 25%

All: 64.9%
CW: 54.8%
BT: 75%

CMHC Students Overall & By Campus
Total Number of CMHC Students = 9
C.W. Post CHMC Students = 4
Brentwood CMHC = 5
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Multicultural
counseling:
process
Multucultural
counseling:
theories
Multucultural
counseling:
legal/ethics
standards
Multucultural
counseling:
mandate
application
Multucultural
counseling:
challenges
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Below
Standards
All: 12.5%
CW: 25%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

Somewhat
Below
All: 25%
CW: 50%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

Meets
Standards
All: 13.5%
CW: 0%
BT: 27%
All: 37.5%
CW: 50%
BT: 25%
All: 43.88%
CW: 75%
BT: 12.75%

Exceeds
Standards
All: 49%
CW: 25%
BT: 73%
All: 62.5%
CW: 50%
BT: 75%
All: 56.13%
CW: 25%
BT: 87.25%

All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

All: 13.5%
CW: 0%
BT: 27%

All: 86.5%
CW: 100%
BT: 73%

All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

All: 12.5%
CW: 25%
BT: 0%

All: 25%
CW: 25%
BT: 25%

All: 62.5%
CW: 50%
BT: 75%

SCO Student Overall & By Campus
Total Number of SCO Students = 39
C.W. Post = 27
Brentwood = 12
Multicultural
counseling:
process
Multucultural
counseling:
theories
Multucultural
counseling:
legal/ethics
standards
Multucultural
counseling:
mandate
application
Multucultural
counseling:
challenges

Below
Standards
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%
All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

Somewhat
Below
All: 9.25%
CW: 18.5%
BT: 0%
All: 3.7%
CW: 7.4%
BT: 0%
All: 7.4%
CW: 14.8%
BT: 0%

Meets
Standards
All: 33.85
CW: 40.7%
BT: 27%
All: 40.3%
CW: 55.6%
BT: 25%
All: 19.33%
CW: 25.9%
BT: 12.75%

Exceeds
Standards
All: 56.85%
CW: 40.7%
BT: 73%
All: 56%
CW: 37%
BT: 75%
All: 73.28%
CW: 59.3%
BT: 87.25%

All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

All: 7.4%
CW: 14.8%
BT: 0%

All: 30.15
CW: 33.3%
BT: 27%

All: 62.45
CW: 51.9%
BT: 73%

All: 0%
CW: 0%
BT: 0%

All: 5.5%
CW: 11.1%
BT: 0%

All: 29.15%
CW: 33.3%
BT: 25%

All: 65.3%
CW: 55.6%
BT: 75%

PHASE II: DATA INTERPRETATION
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In approximately a paragraph for each measurement tool, please discuss possible curricular/pedagogical
reasons for key findings regarding students’ relative strengths and weaknesses for the objectives being
measured.
If a program is reassessing a learning objective, please contrast data collected during the current year to
data previously collected and address this comparison in the interpretation.
Goal 1: Learning Objective 1: SCO & CMHC: Measure 1:
Differences between the campuses and SCO/CMHC students were believed to be due to inter rater
coding differences. Trends in scoring were examined to look for student strengths and weaknesses.
Critical thinking skills are an area of relative weakness for students. This difficulty manifests in applying
knowledge, such as applying the criterion needed for a diagnosis. Mastering and applying theories of
counseling is an area of relative weakness for students. Greater mastery is shown for knowledge that is
more concrete. This would include providing appropriate steps, demonstrating treatment selection and
implementation and naming treatment goals.
Goal 1: Learning Objective 1: SCO & CMHC: Measure 2:
Differences between the campuses and SCO/CMHC students were believed to be due to inter rater
coding differences. Trends in scoring were examined to look for relative student strengths and
weaknesses. This is the first internship for students, and scoring represents the new phase of site based
application of knowledge learned. CMHC students evidenced a relative weakness in exceeding
standards, while the majority of SCO students performed in the exceeding standards range. There is a
greater emphasis on intervention knowledge in mental health settings, and this could account for the
difference.
Goal 2: Learning Objective 2: SCO & CMHC: Measure 1:
Differences between the campuses and SCO/CMHC students were believed to be due to inter rater
coding differences. Trends in scoring were examined to look for relative student strengths and
weaknesses. CMHC students shows a related weakness in multicultural counseling challenges which
involves the critical application of skills learned, and represents an ongoing weakness in critical thinking
skills. SCO students showed an unfamiliarity with the legal/ethical standards related to multicultural
counseling. SCO students showed a relative lack of mastery of the legal/ethical standards. Students learn
the legal/ethical standards in their Introduction to School Counseling course, but may not be able to
apply the learned material.
Goal 2: Learning Objective 2: SCO & CMHC: Measure 2:
Differences between the campuses and SCO/CMHC students were believed to be due to inter rater
coding differences. Trends in scoring were examined to look for relative student strengths and
weaknesses. Both SCO and CMHC showed a relative weakness related to multicultural counseling:
process. This involves applying multicultural knowledge learned in class to actual scenarios. The
underlying difficulty is linked to the application of critical thinking skills. This is an area of difficulty for
the students. SCO students have difficulties with theories in the area of multiculturalism, and other areas
of the program. CHMC students showed that they had not mastered the legal/ethical standards so as to
apply them in case scenarios.
PHASE II: PLANNED CHANGES IN TEACHING AND LEARNING BASED ON ABOVE
FINDINGS
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In a sentence or two for each measure, please describe proposed tangible ways (e.g., changes in course
modules, course sequencing, course offerings, teaching techniques) in which the program can help
improve the student learning performance described in the above findings for each objective. Please
identify the course, semester, and year for which the change is proposed. It is understood that follow-up
faculty discussions will be needed to finalize planned changes.
Planned Changes:
The OA AY 15-16 findings were shared with all faculty prior to the start of the Fall 2015 semester. A
discussion was held with all faculty concerning the OA findings. Specific recommendations were
developed by the OA committee and provided to the Curriculum Committee. The Department
recognizes that critical thinking skills need to be developed, that theories need to be mastered and
applied, and that students must master and apply the ethical/legal codes reflected within the CACREP
standards. The Committee made changes to the following courses to address relative student
weaknesses.
Goal 1: Learning Objective 1: SCO & CMHC: Measure 1:
Changes in EDC 615 (Theories), EDC 608 (Assessment and Intervention Strategies in Clinical Mental
Health Counseling (CMHC), and EDC 610 (Psychopathology) will be initiated to address critical
thinking skills weaknesses related to theories and diagnosis. Assignments that involve more critical
thinking skills will be initiated. All changes occurred in Fall 2015 based on the OA findings from
assessments conducted during the Spring 2015 AY.
Goal 1: Learning Objective 1: SCO & CMHC: Measure 2:
EDC 683 and 690 will continue to highlight interventions within the classroom setting, and encourage
discussion of application of interventions. Professors will guide the discussions. All changes occurred in
Fall 2015 based on the OA findings from assessments conducted during the Spring 2015 AY.
Goal 2: Learning Objective 2: SCO & CMHC: Measure 1:
The CACREP legal/ethical standards have recently been emphasized more in EDC 602 (Introduction to
School Counseling and Ethics (SC), and EDC 601 )Foundations of Clinical Mental Health Counseling and Ethics (CMHC).
Students on internship might have taken these courses before changes were implemented. The findings from OA Spring ’15
show that the increased emphasis on the legal/ethical standards was the correct move. Professors teaching the course are
emphasizing the standards, both in terms of knowledge and application.

Goal 2: Learning Objective 2: SCO & CMHC: Measure 2:
EDC 613 (Diversity) has initiated case studies within the class and this should help, in conjunction, with
the application of more critical thinking exercises in other classes (EDC 608, 615 and 610) to address
the relative process weakness. Applying Diversity concepts within the larger framework of the CACREP
standards will be emphasized in class.
PHASE II: CLOSING THE LOOP - CUMULATIVE CHANGES IN TEACHING AND
LEARNING
As this is the last report for the current three-year cycle, discuss below all changes that were
implemented during this cycle. (Note: you may also discuss changes made in previous cycles if there is
any new information to be known.) For each implemented change, please report:
 Goal/objective assessed
 Student weakness(es) identified across the program
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Change in teaching and learning implemented to address program-level student weakness(es)
Date (semester/year) change was implemented
If known, effectiveness of implemented change

Goal 1: Demonstrate an understanding of knowledge needed for assessing and treating clients in the
School Counseling or Mental Health Counseling field.
Learning Objective 1:

SCO Objective 1: Demonstrate appropriate assessment strategies that can be used to evaluate a student’s
academic, career, and personal/social development (CACREP SCO H.2).
EDC 610: An additional paper was added to the course in Fall 2015 that focused on the DSM-5
diagnostic criteria and application of critical thinking skills in the area of psychopathology.
Implementation of interventions in treatment was also part of the paper. The impact of the change has not
yet been determined. This addressed the deficit in the area of critical thinking skills, lack of adequate
knowledge of implementation based on assessment, and diagnosis.
EDC 608: Three comprehensive psychobiosocial assessments were added that will result in a DSM5
diagnosis and the development of an appropriate treatment plan. Key components or methods of the
theory and how they have been used to address the particular diagnosis or work with such a population.
This addresses the difficulties students faced with critical thinking skills, areas of intervention, and being
able to apply theory and diagnosis. This was implemented in Fall, 2015. The effectiveness of the change
has not yet been determined.
EDC 615: The theories course added a research paper on a theoretical model and its application to a
specific disorder in Fall 2015 to address the student deficit related to counseling theory and critical
thinking skills related to application of material learned. The impact has not yet been determined. This
course has often been taught by adjuncts. Core faculty will be encouraged to teach the course due to their
greater familiarity with areas of student need.

CMHC Objective 1: Demonstrate the ability to select appropriate comprehensive assessment
interventions to assist in diagnosis and treatment planning (CACREP CMHC H.1)
EDC 610: An additional paper was added to the course in Fall 2015 that focused on the DSM-5
diagnostic criteria and application of critical thinking skills in the area of psychopathology.
Implementation of interventions in treatment was also part of the paper. The impact of the change has not
yet been determined. This addressed the deficit in the area of critical thinking skills, lack of adequate
knowledge of implementation based on assessment, and diagnosis.
EDC 608: Three comprehensive psychobiosocial assessments were added that will result in a DSM5
diagnosis and the development of an appropriate treatment plan. Key components or methods of the
theory and how they have been used to address the particular diagnosis or work with such a population.
This addresses the difficulties students faced with critical thinking skills, areas of intervention, and being
able to apply theory and diagnosis. This was implemented in Fall, 2015. The effectiveness of the change
has not yet been determined.
EDC 615: The theories course added a research paper on a theoretical model and its application to a
specific disorder in Fall 2015 to address the student deficit related to counseling theory and critical
thinking skills related to application of material learned. The impact has not yet been determined. This
course has often been taught by adjuncts. Core faculty will be encouraged to teach the course due to their
greater familiarity with areas of student need.
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Goal 2: Demonstrate an understanding of larger community influences and resources in the School
Counseling or Mental Health Counseling field. (CACREP CMHC & SCO Diversity & Advocacy)
Learning Objective 2:

SCO Objective 3: Students demonstrate an understanding of the cultural, ethical, economic, legal, and
political issues surrounding diversity, equity, and excellence in terms of student learning (CACREP
SCO E.1)
EDC 602: The Department had recognized the need for revision with the SCO curriculum following our
CACREP review. This course has recently been revised (AY 2014). Greater emphasis has been placed
on reviewing the CACREP standards related to legal/ethical areas. The OA findings show that continued
and ongoing emphasis is needed in this course to reinforce the mastery of the legal/ethical standards and
be able to apply those standards. Professors are incorporating this knowledge into lectures now.
EDC 613: Students must increase their mastery of multicultural counseling theory and be able to apply
that theory to real life situations, and within the legal/ethical standards represented by CACREP. EDC
613 is a Diversity course, and professors will focus on the legal/ethical standards in class and
incorporate that information into lectures. Additionally, professors will apply multiculturalism theory to
real world examples as an example of critical thinking. This is initiated in Fall 2015. This will better
prepare students prior to the internship experience.
CMHC Objective 3: Students demonstrate an understanding of how living in a multicultural society
affects clients who are seeking clinical mental health counseling services (CACREP CMHC E.1)
EDC 601: The Department had recognized the need for revision with the CMHC curriculum following
our CACREP review. EDC 601 was recently added to the program within the last year. Greater
emphasis has been placed on reviewing the CACREP standards related to legal/ethical areas. The OA
findings show that continued and ongoing emphasis is needed in this course to reinforce the mastery of
the legal/ethical standards and be able to apply those standards. Professors are incorporating this
knowledge into lectures now.
EDC 613: Students must increase their mastery of multicultural counseling theory and be able to apply
that theory to real life situations, and within the legal/ethical standards represented by CACREP. EDC
613 is a Diversity course, and professors will focus on the legal/ethical standards in class and
incorporate that information into lectures. Additionally, professors will apply multiculturalism process
and theory to real world examples as an example of critical thinking. This is initiated in Fall 2015.

By February 15, 2015: Email this document to your Dean’s Office, with Phase I information
embedded.
By November 1, 2016: Email a later version of this document to your Dean’s Office, with Phase II
information embedded.
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Appendix 1 (SCO Case Study)
FRANCES: THE CASE OF THE STRUGGLING SENIOR
Frances is a 19-year-old female high school student, receiving special education services, preparing
for graduation from a large urban school district. She faces many choices and is reluctant to make decisions
without seeking advice from a great many people. Help from home is nearly nonexistent.
Frances was born in Romania and came to the USA in 1988. She has learned English as a second
language, but has been identified as learning disabled (LD.) Her IQ falls within the low normal range.
Frances has been receiving special education services for reading and math skills. She has epileptic seizures
and is taking medication (Tegretol) to control them. She has not had a seizure at school. Frances is a heavyset girl with a broad and open face, of average height and a shy demeanor. She will be graduating from high
school and is facing choices about further schooling, work plans, and finances. It seems to be slightly
overwhelming to her. Frances has a good work ethic but is very dependent on others.
As Frances prepares for graduation, she needs to make many decisions regarding her immediate
and long-range futures. She has always been highly dependent on others when engaged in decision making.
Frances would ask several teachers and counselors as well as many support or custodial staff about class
choices or other decisions she faced. Frances’ father passed away about one year ago. Her father had been
the decision maker for the family and held the family tightly in his grip. He was a very conservative man
and did not allow his wife or daughters much freedom or choice. Since his passing, the two sisters and
mother initially closed ranks to the outside world but are just beginning to try out some new things. For
example, Frances could not have a driver’s license but now mother will allow her to take lessons, for
example. She is considering college as one alternative as well as going directly into the work force and
gaining some real-world experience.
Frances has not yet held any sort of job, nor has her mother. She has not been allowed to baby sit
nor do any other type of adolescent endeavor. The family has always done things together, as a group,
including grocery shopping. This has hindered Frances from striking out on an individual enterprise. Her
reliance on others is a roadblock as well. Although Mother is willing to allow driving lessons, there will be
no car or singular driving for Frances. Public transportation is unavailable in Frances’ environment.
Frances also harbors dreams of attending expensive postsecondary schools in a state far away. She
has done little exploration regarding these schools except to hear people mention them. She has recently
applied to a local community college; however, she knows little of this school but that many students from
her high school attend there after graduation. She has yet to identify a career direction. The special
education team is working diligently with Frances to prepare her for graduation.
Frances is LD with a low normal IQ (94). She receives support in reading and math through the
special education consultant but has no special education classes. Vocational training and work experience
were refused when presented as options at Individual Education Plan meetings. Frances has some difficulty
distinguishing what is a practical reality for her. She remains highly dependent on others, yet expresses a
wish to be independent. She is beginning to make a few decisions for herself (the community college
application) but was unable to enlist her mother’s cooperation in completing the FASFA form.
Frances’ reading and math skills are about two years behind grade level. She is maintaining a
2.494 grade point average in regular education classes. She is strong in study skills, reading
comprehension, and math computation. Frances is weak in word analysis, reading vocabulary, and math
concepts and applications.
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Frances has expressed a desire to become independent; however, she remains very much
dependent on her mother and sister. She is aware she is an adult in the legal sense but still very much a
child in her ability to deal with the world and adult responsibilities. She is beginning to emancipate herself
but recognizes the need for a great deal of guidance and assistance in naming and attaining her life and
career goals. She relies on adults and has difficulty forming peer relationships.
Frances is anxious to please others and has experienced very little freedom or independence. She is
delayed in her ability to set life and career goals. She lacks the greater world knowledge to formulate a
realistic picture of what her future could look like. She is concerned with the opinions of others almost to
the exclusion of her own feelings. She experiences times of emotional fragility. Her health concerns may
also be a drawback to some career areas.
Frances has received strong support from school throughout her high school years. Much has been
done for her because of her reluctance to do for herself (take chances). She has not developed many strong
feelings regarding the world of work or her place in it. Again, she is anxious to please others at cost to
herself. She has no work experience to draw from so the possibilities are wide open for Frances to
experiment. It seems she is chronologically advanced to be at this stage of career awareness and
exploration.
Frances functions at a much lower age than her 19 years. She is at a career awareness and
exploration stage and behaves much more like a fourteen or fifteen year old. With little job experience,
personal interactions (except with adults), or freedom, Frances has a great deal of growing and
investigation to do. Attendance has been excellent at school, even when she found the experience
challenging. It could be expected the same would hold true for her working. Frances enjoys and seeks adult
company. She is averse to joining her peers. She has made few friends with the other students and those
friends are largely her sister’s friends. This will influence her career options.
Case from:
Niles, S. G., Goodman, J., & Pope, M. (Eds.) (2002). The career counseling casebook: A resource for students,
practitioners, and counselor educators (1st ed.) (62-63). Tulsa, OK: National Career Development Association.
Developed for use in the SCO program by Professor Jason Cascone

Questions to answer:
1. Name three of Frances’ biggest obstacles that need to be overcome.
2. Describe the appropriate assessment strategies that can be used to evaluate her academic,
career and personal/social development in the school counseling setting based on career
counseling theory.
3. Name and describe three academic/career interventions based on theories that could be
used.
4. Provide reasons why the academic/career intervention strategies would be most helpful for
Frances
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Items
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Unsatisfactory
(1 points)

Need Further
Development
(2 points)
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Score

Satisfactory
(3 points)

Excellent
(4 points)

Description
of Presenting
Problem

Unable to assess the root
cause(s). Inaccurate
analysis of problem.

Able to assess the root cause to
some extent. Reasons given are
not based fully on information
obtained.

Able to assess the root cause.
Reasons given are based on
information obtained.

Able to assess the root cause. Detailed
analysis of the problem based on
information obtained.

Assessment
Knowledge:
Career

Does not choose relevant
career counseling
assessment tools.

Chooses relevant career
counseling assessment tools but
does not show more than a
superficial knowledge of critical
concepts.

Chooses relevant career counseling
assessments but misses no more
than 2 critical concepts of the
assessments.

Chooses relevant career counseling
assessments and displays knowledge
of all critical concepts of the
assessments.

Assessment
Knowledge:
Personal/
Social

Does not choose relevant
Personal/Social
counseling assessment
tools.

Chooses relevant
Personal/Social assessment
tools but does not show more
than a superficial knowledge of
critical concepts.

Chooses relevant Personal/Social
counseling assessments but misses
no more than 2 critical concepts of
the assessments.

Chooses relevant Personal/Social
counseling assessments and displays
knowledge of all critical concepts of the
assessments.

Assessment
Knowledge:
Academic

Does not assess
transcript and academic
requirements

Assesses a minimal number of
critical concepts of the transcript
or academic requirements.

Assesses at least 3-5 critical
concepts of the transcript and
academic requirements.

Assesses at least 6 critical concepts of
the transcript and academic
requirements.

Assessment
Application

Shows no understanding of
the student’s issues. Does
not use theory to back up
why assessments are used.
Evidence used to back up
the assessments is nonexistent based on their
academic, career and
personal/social
assessment.

Shows little understanding of the
student’s issues. Is unclear about
the assessment chosen or uses a
non-career counseling
assessment. Evidence used to
back up the assessments is
sketchy or non-existent based on
their academic, career and
personal/social assessment.

Shows good understanding of the
student’s issues in relation to the
chosen assessments. Uses evidence
from the student history to back up
assessments based on their
academic, career and
personal/social assessment.

Shows insightful understanding of the
student’s issues and uses theory to
interpret the student’s situation
appropriately. Uses ample evidence
from the student history to back up the
assessments used based on their
academic, career and personal/social
assessment.

Interventions
Knowledge

Selected interventions are
not interventions that
display knowledge of what
is appropriate for the career
counseling theory or

Selected interventions show a
rudimentary knowledge of how
career counselors assist students
or do not match the key concepts
of the selected theory based on

Selected interventions show a basic
knowledge of how to assist students
with career difficulties based on their
academic, career and
personal/social assessment.

Selected interventions show an
advanced knowledge of using
assessment strategies to assist
students with career difficulties based
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Application

Format of
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their academic, career and
personal/social assessment.

on their academic, career and
personal/social assessment.

Selection of interventions
are irrelevant to the problem
based on their academic,
career and personal/social
assessment.

Selection and/or presentation of
interventions are loosely
associated with the problem and
theories selected. Or less than 3
interventions were selected
based on their academic, career
and personal/social assessment.

Good selection and/or presentation
of 3 interventions as informed by
student’s presenting problem and
theories chosen in Assessment
section based on their academic,
career and personal/social
assessment.

Excellent selection and presentation of
3 interventions as informed by
student’s presenting problem and
theories chosen in Assessment section
based on their academic, career and
personal/social assessment.

The case study is
unorganized and wrought
with grammatical and
spelling errors.

Case study does not follow the
format presented on the handout
in class or the case study does
not follow the formatting
guidelines outlined in the
syllabus. More than 2
grammatical and spelling errors
present.

Case study follows the format
presented on the handout in class.
Case study follows the formatting
guidelines outlined in the Syllabus.
More than 1-2 grammatical or
spelling error present.

Case study follows the format
presented on the handout in class.
Case study follows the formatting
guidelines outlined in the Syllabus. No
grammatical or spelling errors present.
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Appendix 2 (CMHC Case Study)
Case Study Drawn from:
Sue, D., Sue, D. W. & Sue, S. (2006). Instructor’s Resource Manual: Understanding Abnormal Behavior
THE CASE OF STEVEN V.
Steven V. had been suffering from emotional distress. Eighteen months earlier, Steve’s woman friend,
Linda, had broken off her relationship with Steve. During the past few weeks, however, with the
encouragement of his therapist, Steve had begun to open up and express his innermost feelings. He
shared feeling deep anger and hostility toward Linda. In today’s session, Steve had become increasingly
loud and agitated as he recounted his complaints against Linda. Minutes ago, with his hands clenched
into fists, his knuckles white, he had abruptly lowered his voice and looked his therapist in the eye. “She
doesn’t deserve to live,” Steve had said. “I swear, I’m going to kill her.”
Steve V. had a long psychiatric history, beginning well before he first sought help from the therapist at
the university’s psychological services center. (In fact, his parents wanted their son to continue seeing a
private therapist, but Steven stopped therapy during his junior year at the university.) Steve had actually
been in and out of psychotherapy since kindergarten; while in high school, he was hospitalized twice.
His case records, nearly two inches thick, contained a number of diagnoses, including labels such as
schizoid personality, depression, paranoid schizophrenia, and manic-depressive psychosis (now referred
to as bipolar mood disorder). Although his present therapist did not find these labels particularly helpful,
Steve’s clinical history did provide some clues to the causes of his problems.
Steven V. was born in a suburb of San Francisco, California, the only child of an extremely wealthy
couple. His father was a prominent businessman who worked long hours and traveled frequently. On
those rare occasions when he was at home, Mr. V. was often preoccupied with business matters and held
himself quite aloof from his son. The few interactions they had were characterized by his constant
ridicule and criticism of Steve. Mr. V. was greatly disappointed that his son seemed so timid, weak, and
withdrawn. Steven was extremely bright and did well in school, but Mr. V. felt that he lacked the
“toughness” needed to survive and prosper in today’s world. Once, when Steve was about ten years old,
he came home from school with a bloody nose and bruised face, crying and complaining of being picked
on by his schoolmates. His father showed no sympathy but instead berated Steve for losing the fight. In
his father’s presence, Steve usually felt worthless, humiliated, and fearful of doing or saying the wrong
thing.
Mrs. V. was very active in civic and social affairs, and she too spent relatively little time with her son.
Although she treated Steve more warmly and lovingly than his father did, she seldom came to Steve’s
defense when Mr. V. bullied him. She generally allowed her husband to make family decisions. When
Steve was a child, his mother at times had been quite affectionate. She had often allowed Steve to sleep
with her in her bed when her husband was away on business trips. She usually dressed minimally on
these occasions and was very demonstrative—holding, stroking, and kissing Steve. This behavior had
continued until Steve was twelve, when his mother abruptly refused to let Steve into her bed. The
sudden withdrawal of this privilege had confused and angered Steve, who was not certain what he had
done wrong. He knew, though, that his mother had been quite upset when she awoke one night to find
him masturbating next to her.
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Most of the time, however, Steve’s parents seemed to live separately from one another and from their
son. Steve was raised, in effect, by a full-time maid. He rarely had playmates of his own age. His
birthdays were celebrated with a cake and candles, but the only celebrants were Steve and his mother.
By age ten, Steven had learned to keep himself occupied by playing “mind games,” letting his
imagination carry him off on flights of fantasy. He frequently imagined himself as a powerful figure—
Superman or Batman. His fantasies were often extremely violent, and his foes were vanquished only
after much blood had been spilled. As Steve grew older, his fantasies and heroes became increasingly
menacing and evil. When he was fifteen, he obtained a pornographic videotape that he viewed
repeatedly on a video player in his room. Often, Steve would masturbate as he watched scenes of
women being sexually violated. The more violent the acts against women, the more aroused he became.
He was addicted to the Nightmare on Elm Street films, in which the villain, Freddie Kruger,
disemboweled or slashed his victims to death with his razor-sharp glove. Steve now recalls that he spent
much of his spare time between the ages of fifteen and seventeen watching X-rated videotapes or violent
movies, his favorite being The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, in which a madman saws and hacks women
to pieces. Steve always identified with the character perpetrating the outrage; at times, he imagined his
parents as the victims.
At about age sixteen, Steven became convinced that external forces were controlling his mind and
behavior and were drawing him into his fantasies. He was often filled with guilt and anxiety after one of
his mind games. Although he was strongly attracted to his fantasy world, he also felt that something was
wrong with it and with him. After seeing the movie The Exorcist, he became convinced that he was
possessed by the devil.
Until this time, Steve had been quiet and withdrawn. In kindergarten the school psychologist had
described his condition as autisticlike because Steve seldom spoke, seemed unresponsive to the
environment, and was socially isolated. His parents had immediately hired a prominent child psychiatrist
to work with Steve. The psychiatrist had assured them that Steve was not autistic but would need
intensive treatment for several years. And throughout these years of treatment, Steve never acted out any
of his fantasies. With the development of his interest in the occult and in demonic possession, however,
he became outgoing, flamboyant, and even exhibitionistic. He read extensively about Satanism, joined a
“Church of Satan” in San Francisco, and took to wearing a black cape on weekend journeys into that
city. Against his will, he was hospitalized twice by his parents with diagnoses of, respectively, bipolar
affective disorder and schizophrenia in remission.
Steve was twenty-one years old when he met Linda at an orientation session for first-year university
students. Linda struck him as different from other women students: unpretentious, open, and friendly.
He quickly became obsessed with their relationship. But although Linda dated Steve frequently over the
next few months, she did not seem to reciprocate his intense feelings. She took part in several
extracurricular activities, including the student newspaper and student government, and her willingness
to be apart from him confused and frustrated Steve. When her friends were around, Linda seemed almost
oblivious to Steve’s existence. In private, however, she was warm, affectionate, and intimate. She would
not allow sexual intercourse, but she and Steve did engage in heavy petting. Even while he and Linda
were dating, Steve grew increasingly insecure about their relationship. He felt slighted by Linda’s
friends and began to believe that she disliked him. Several times he accused her of plotting against him
and deliberately making him feel inadequate. Linda continually denied these allegations. Finally (on one
occasion), feeling frightened and intimidated by Steve, she acquiesced to having sex with him.
Unfortunately, Steve could not maintain an erection. When he blamed her for this
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“failure” and became verbally and physically abusive, Linda put an end to their relationship and refused
to see him again. For the past six months, up to the time of his threat, he had been seeing a therapist
regularly at the university’s psychological services center.
Questions to Answer:
1) Describe the appropriate assessment battery that should be conducted to determine Steve’s
psychiatric disorder.
2) What diagnosis does Steve seem to exhibit the appropriate criteria for according to the
DSM-5?
3) Name three therapeutic intervention strategies you could enlist?
4) Provide reasons why the three therapeutic intervention strategies would be most helpful for
Steve?
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Standards
Items being
Assessed
Description
of
appropriate
assessment
battery

Unsatisfactory
(1 points)

Need Further
Development
(2 points)

LIU Post & Regionals
Satisfactory
(3 points)

Excellent
(4 points)

Unable to list
assessment tools.
Inaccurate measures
listed.

Able to list the assessment
tools to some extent.
Reasons given are not
based fully on information
obtained.

Able to list appropriate
assessment tools. Reasons
given are based on
information obtained.

Able to assess appropriate
assessment tools. Detailed
analysis of the problem based
on information obtained.

Diagnosis
Knowledge

Does not choose a
relevant diagnosis.

Chooses a relevant
diagnosis but does not
show more than a
superficial knowledge of
the criteria needed for
diagnosis.

Chooses a relevant diagnosis
and misses no more than 2
critical criteria needed for
diagnosis.

Chooses a relevant diagnosis
and displays knowledge of all
critical criteria needed.

Diagnosis
Application

Shows no
understanding of the
client’s issues. Does
not use evidence to
back up diagnosis.
Evidence used to back
up the diagnosis is
non-existent.

Shows little understanding
of the client’s issues. Is
unclear about the diagnosis
chosen or uses a nonDSM-5 diagnosis. Evidence
used to back up the
diagnosis is sketchy or nonexistent.

Shows good understanding of
the client’s issues in relation
to the chosen diagnosis. Uses
evidence from the client
history to back up diagnosis.

Shows insightful understanding
of the client’s issues and uses
evidence to interpret the client’s
situation appropriately. Uses
ample evidence from the client
history to back up diagnosis.

Interventions
Knowledge

Selected interventions
are not interventions
that display knowledge
of what is appropriate
for the problem based
on use of assessment.

Selected interventions
show a rudimentary
knowledge of how
counselors assist clients or
do not match the key
concepts of the selected
intervention based on use
of assessment.

Selected interventions show a
basic knowledge of how to
assist clients based on use of
assessment.

Selected interventions show an
advanced knowledge of how to
assist clients based on use of
assessment.

Selection of
interventions are
irrelevant to the
problem and diagnosis
based on use of
assessment.

Selection and/or
presentation of
interventions are loosely
associated with the
problem and diagnosis
selected. Or less than 3
interventions were selected

Mostly relevant selection
and/or presentation of 3
interventions as informed by
client’s presenting problem in
Diagnosis section based on
use of assessment.

Entirely relevant selection and
presentation of 3 interventions
as informed by client’s
presenting problem chosen in
Diagnosis section based on use
of assessment.

Interventions
Application

Score
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based on use of
assessment.

Format of
Case Study

The case study is
unorganized and
fraught with
grammatical and
spelling errors.

Case study does not follow
the format presented on the
handout in class or the
case study does not follow
the formatting guidelines
outlined in the syllabus.
More than 2 grammatical
and spelling errors present.

Case study follows the format
presented on the handout in
class. Case study follows the
formatting guidelines outlined
in the Syllabus. More than 12 grammatical or spelling error
present.

Case study follows the format
presented on the handout in
class. Case study follows the
formatting guidelines outlined in
the Syllabus. No grammatical
or spelling errors present.

Steve Case Study
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Standards
Items being
Assessed

Unsatisfactory
(1 points)

Need Further Development
(2 points)

LIU Post & Regionals
Satisfactory
(3 points)

Score

Excellent
(4 points)

Assessment
Identification

Unable to list assessment
tools. Inaccurate measures
listed.

Able to list the assessment tools to
some extent that are used on site

Able to list 1 – 3 appropriate assessment
tools used on site.

Able to list 4+ appropriate assessment tools
used on site.

Assessment
Knowledge

Does not know why
assessment tool is used or
knowledge of the tool.

Chooses a relevant tool but does not
show more than a superficial
knowledge of the reasons needed for
assessment and theory behind the
assessment tool.

Chooses 1 – 3 relevant assessment tools
and misses no more than 2 critical
Criteria per tool needed for
administration and theory behind
assessments.

Chooses 4+ relevant assessment tools and
displays knowledge of all critical Criteria
needed for administration and theory
behind assessments.

Assessment
Application

Shows no understanding of the
client’s issues. Does not use
evidence to back up the need
for assessment. Evidence used
to back up the assessment is
non-existent.

Shows little understanding of the
client’s issues. Is unclear about why
the assessment was chosen.
Evidence used to back up the
assessment application is sketchy or
non-existent.

Shows moderate understanding of the
client’s issues in relation to the chosen
assessment. Uses evidence from the
client history to back up assessment.

Shows insightful understanding of the
client’s issues and uses evidence to
interpret the client’s situation appropriately.
Uses ample evidence from the client history
to back up assessment.

Interventions
Knowledge

Selected interventions are not
interventions that display
knowledge of what is
appropriate for the problem
based on the assessment
used.

Selected interventions show a
rudimentary knowledge of how
counselors assist clients or do not
match the key concepts of the
selected assessment.

Selected interventions show a basic
knowledge of how to assist clients using
assessment results.

Selected interventions show an advanced
knowledge of how to assist clients using
assessment results.

Selection of interventions are
irrelevant to the problem.

Selection and/or presentation of
interventions are loosely associated
with the problem and assessment
selected. Or less than 3 interventions
were selected.

Mostly relevant selection and/or
presentation of 3 interventions as
informed by client’s presenting problem
in assessment section.

Relevant selection and presentation of 3
interventions as informed by client’s
presenting problem and based on
assessments used.

Interventions
Application

Appendix 3: Internship Supervisor Rubric for Student Knowledge/Use of Assessment Tools in the SCO/CMHC Settings (EDC
683 & 684
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Appendix 4

Below Standards
1

LIU Post & Regionals

Somewhat Below Standards
2

Meets Standards
3

Exceeds Standards
4

Multicultural counseling:
process

Student does not articulate an
understanding of the
counseling process in a
multicultural society

Student minimally articulates
an understanding of the
counseling process in a
multicultural society;
as provided by 1 – 2
explanations/examples

Student does articulate an
understanding of the
counseling process in a
multicultural society; using 3 –
4 explanations/examples

Student articulates an
advanced understanding of all
the aspects of professional
functioning; including an
understanding of the
counseling process in a
multicultural society; using 5+
explanations/examples

Multucultural counseling:
theories

Demonstrates an approach
using theory as evidenced by
only 1 – 2 examples of certain
cultural, economic, and
political issues surrounding
diversity, equity, and
excellence. Does not address
all areas.

Demonstrates a focused, and
manageable approach to using
theory as evidenced by 3 – 4
examples of cultural,
economic, and political issues
surrounding diversity, equity,
and excellence. Addresses
only 3 areas

Demonstrates a focused, and
manageable approach to using
theory as evidenced by 5 – 6
examples of cultural,
economic, and political issues
surrounding diversity, equity,
and excellence.Addresses all
areas minimally.

Demonstrates a
comprehensive, focused, and
manageable approach to using
appropriate theory as
evidenced by examples of
cultural, economic, and
political issues surrounding
diversity, equity, and
excellence. Addresses all
areas comprehensively

Multucultural counseling:
legal/ethics standards

Student does not articulate an
understanding of any of the
aspects of ethical and legal
practices in counseling

Student minimally
articulates 1-2 aspects of
ethical and legal practices in
counseling.

Student articulates 3-4 aspects Student articulates 5+ aspects
of ethical and legal practices in of ethical and legal practices in
counseling.
counseling.

Multucultural counseling:
mandate application

Student does not reliably and
accurately keep records.
Records/reports are factually
inaccurate, and confidentiality
is breached.

Student only does 1 – 2 of the
following: reliably and
accurately keep records,
records/reports are factually
accurate, or confidentiality is
maintained.

Student does all of the
following but at a minimal level:
reliably and accurately keep
records, records/reports are
factually accurate, or
confidentiality is maintained.

Student demonstrates
excellence in: reliably and
accurately keeping records,
having factually accurate
records/reports, and
maintaining confidentiality.

Multucultural counseling:
challenges

Student does not provide
examples of legal mandates
and site procedures that could
be complicated when working
with a historically
disadvantaged group.

Student demonstrates
knowledge of either legal or
site mandates that could be
complicated when working with
a historically disadvantaged
group, but not both.

Student demonstrates minimal
knowledge of legal and site
mandates that could be
complicated when working with
a historically disadvantaged
group,

Student demonstrates
knowledge and can provide
examples of legal and site
mandates that could be
complicated when working with
a historically disadvantaged
group,
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Below Standards
1

LIU Post & Regionals

Somewhat Below Standards
2

Meets Standards
3

Exceeds Standards
4

Multicultural counseling:
process

Student does not articulate an
understanding of the
counseling process in a
multicultural society

Student minimally articulates
an understanding of the
counseling process in a
multicultural society;
as provided by 1 – 2
explanations/examples

Student does articulate an
understanding of the
counseling process in a
multicultural society; using 3 –
4 explanations/examples

Student articulates an
advanced understanding of all
the aspects of professional
functioning; including an
understanding of the
counseling process in a
multicultural society; using 5+
explanations/examples

Multucultural counseling:
theories

Demonstrates an approach
using theory as evidenced by
only 1 – 2 examples of certain
cultural, economic, and
political issues surrounding
diversity, equity, and
excellence. Does not address
all areas.

Demonstrates a focused, and
manageable approach to using
theory as evidenced by 3 – 4
examples of cultural,
economic, and political issues
surrounding diversity, equity,
and excellence. Addresses
only 3 areas

Demonstrates a focused, and
manageable approach to using
theory as evidenced by 5 – 6
examples of cultural,
economic, and political issues
surrounding diversity, equity,
and excellence.Addresses all
areas minimally.

Demonstrates a
comprehensive, focused, and
manageable approach to using
appropriate theory as
evidenced by examples of
cultural, economic, and
political issues surrounding
diversity, equity, and
excellence. Addresses all
areas comprehensively

Multucultural counseling:
legal/ethics standards

Student does not articulate an
understanding of any of the
aspects of ethical and legal
practices in counseling

Student minimally
articulates 1-2 aspects of
ethical and legal practices in
counseling.

Student articulates 3-4 aspects Student articulates 5+ aspects
of ethical and legal practices in of ethical and legal practices in
counseling.
counseling.

Multucultural counseling:
mandate application

Student does not reliably and
accurately keep records.
Records/reports are factually
inaccurate, and confidentiality
is breached.

Student only does 1 – 2 of the
following: reliably and
accurately keep records,
records/reports are factually
accurate, or confidentiality is
maintained.

Student does all of the
following but at a minimal level:
reliably and accurately keep
records, records/reports are
factually accurate, or
confidentiality is maintained.

Student demonstrates
excellence in: reliably and
accurately keeping records,
having factually accurate
records/reports, and
maintaining confidentiality.

Multucultural counseling:
challenges

Student does not provide
examples of legal mandates
and site procedures that could
be complicated when working
with a historically
disadvantaged group.

Student demonstrates
knowledge of either legal or
site mandates that could be
complicated when working with
a historically disadvantaged
group, but not both.

Student demonstrates minimal
knowledge of legal and site
mandates that could be
complicated when working with
a historically disadvantaged
group,

Student demonstrates
knowledge and can provide
examples of legal and site
mandates that could be
complicated when working with
a historically disadvantaged
group,
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